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A Glance At The Past And
A Glimpse Of The Future
Sister Katherine Fennell, PBVM, US Unit Leader

ano Nagle said, “In the face of adversity you must think the Almighty
permits everything for the best.
You will see with his assistance everything
promises well”. Today, Nano must take
delight in the evolving of her small Cove
Lane, Cork, Ireland, cottage school into an
International global educational legacy, and
in the enduring conviction of her followers
that oppression is counter to God’s plan for
His creation and all that is.
In recent years, we began looking at our
emerging future. Throughout our history
the expansion of the congregation to all
five continents necessitated movement to
respond to the needs of the times. Movement
and transitions continue to call us forth and
they are embraced with courage, enthusiasm
and trust. During the past eight years we

have transitioned to new living situations.
Some have transitioned to senior independent and assisted living and skilled nursing
facilities. Some have moved to apartments
and other community configurations.
Divestment of our convents and other
properties has taken place or is in process.
We are committed to using our resources
to benefit those made poor and to honor the
spirit of all past, present, and future supporters.
According to Ted Dunn: “This mature
surrender of land, building and ministries
is an act of sacrificial love, the sacrifice of
letting go for the sake of loving into being
something beyond ourselves. Sisters are
finding a sense of purpose and meaning
as they engage the process of letting go of

Unit Leadership Team Clockwise from upper left Srs. Katherine Fennell, Unit Leader; Jocelyn Quijano,
Antonio Heaphy, Mary Margaret Mooney
so much.” Sr. Anna Marie Reba, SSND,
reminds us that “we continue to look at how
we will be about ministry and mission in
the future.” Aware of this we continue to
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sponsor our ministries and collaborate with
the boards of directors, Executive Directors
and appropriate staff.
Our Sponsored Presentation Ministries
are thriving with continued advancement of
their missions. It is our hope that the Presentation spirit and charism will live on in
ministry to those made poor and vulnerable
among our sisters and brothers in Christ.
The committed Presentation Associates/
Friends of Nano/Presentation People together with our vowed members are bearers of
the charism into the future. Their dedication
and involvement assure us that the vision of
Nano will remain bright as we are attentive
to the divergent paths calling us forward as
we listen to shared wisdom and insights. The
challenges are enormous but the possibilities
are endless.
What if…we consciously spent ourselves
responding to the needs of our times…

Continues on Page 2 - A glance the past...

Preserving the story
of our journey

Continued from Page 1 - A glance the past...

L-R Lorelei Holt and Sr. Philippa Wall working in Fargo archives

Y

ou might be surprised to know that
Presentation Sisters from the time of
Nano Nagle have preserved records;
usually paper documents which tell the story
of the Presentation Congregation. They
represent the collective memory of the Congregation and are preserved in a designated
place called “archives”. The Sisters write a
record annually of the life and mission of
the community and these form part of the
collection. It has been my privilege to serve
as the archivist for our US Unit since 2010.
Records are held from 1952 to the present
are in San Antonio, TX. It has been a time
of learning to appraise, arrange and catalog
these historical records of the sisters, adhering to best archival standards, and maintaining a system for easy access.
While Covid-19 has touched all of us in
2020, one of its blessings was an opportunity to work uninterrupted in the archives of
Sacred Heart Convent, Fargo, North Dakota!
Delving this past year into the Fargo historical records from its foundation in 1882 was
a sacred journey of courage in doing what
needed to be done.
Records often illustrate glimpses that
lighten our passing journey in life and ensure
the stories are not lost or forgotten. It was
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exciting “to find one small page of Truth’s
manuscript made clear” when I came upon a
letter from a lady who attended Sacred Heart
Academy during the Spanish Flu (influenza
pandemic) of 1918. This lady belonged to
a large family and her older sister had some
experience teaching in a rural school. The
Sisters asked the older sister to come and
teach as most of them were ill with the flu.
The reward was a “salt and pepper set”
which is treasured and is passed on in the
family. The letter was the only reference to
the 1918 pandemic in Fargo records.
The tornado in Fargo in 1957 that caused
major destruction was not forgotten. One
Sister took shelter in what she thought was
the most secure place—the chapel. As the
tornado hit, the statue of St. Joseph was
hurled from its perch and Sister was heard
saying, “if he is going so am I!”
Gratitude is due to all our sisters in the
past who have collected, stored and arranged
these historical materials. Keeping records
play an important role in our Congregation.
They tell the story of God’s grace in action
in a group of people.
-Sister Philippa Wall, PBVM

U.S. Presentation Sisters Unit just as Nano did during her life? Are the
pandemic, migration, racial tensions and
ecological degradation the stars pointing
towards our future paths? Remaining
focused on our charism and vision for the
common good is central during these times
of transition, while we explore emerging
questions that open the window to envision
a new future. The vision will anchor and
stimulate soul searching to answer: What is
our call to serve for these times? How will
we continue to celebrate diversity within us

as a gift in moving forward? Collaboration
is one way forward to continue the mission
and charism begun by Nano Nagle more
than 300 years ago.
Thank you for partnering with us; thank
you for befriending us; thank you for carrying Nano’s Lantern into the future while
accompanying us in the present.
Let our Gospel call guide us, our commitment to following Nano lead us, and our
conviction to be of service where the need
calls. Nano’s dream will endure.
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WELCOME to the ACORN UPDATE

O

n November 21, 2012, the Fargo
Presentation Sisters entered into
fusion (merger) with the Union of Sisters
of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin
Mary and became part of this international
congregation whose headquarters are in
Monasterevin, Ireland. On July 22, 2013,
the Fargo group and the US Union Province
of Presentation Sisters became one new
Unit (province) together.

A

Prior to that time, Fargo had its own
publication, The Acorn and the Province
had The Update. Copies of the Fall 2013
last issues of both publications can be found
at www.pbvmunion.org. It is our pleasure
to connect with readers old and new and to
share snapshots of where we have been and
what we have been doing in these past eight
years. We look forward with hope and joy
to what lies ahead.
-Editor

Christ invites you to
share in the Mission of
the Presentation Sisters

Making Connections

dapting to the new digital culture, we
recently have joined various social
media platforms in efforts to connect
with people of all ages and geographical
locations. Connecting with past students,
friends, patients, colleagues, donors and
many others, some of whom we haven’t
heard from in years, and others finding
their way to us for the first time is a great
pleasure. We look forward to hearing from
you.
Website: www.pbvmunion.org

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
presentationsisters_u.s.a/ or @presentationsisters_u.s.a.
Twitter: https://twitter.com/PBVM_Sisters
or @PBVM_sisters
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZ8l-l86zqzLRhl4CXMogZA/videos
You are our letter, written on our hearts.
(2 Cor 3:2)
-Emily Lucas, Unit Social Media and Website Coordinator

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PresentationSistersUSA

River Talk
Bubbling forth toward its journey of life,
We may see in the river a channel of
strife.
Yet story has shown that on leaving its
source,
It carries within it the gifts of its course.
Through mountain and valley, through
ravine and glade,
It greets its way onward through sunlight
and shade.
Alongside its banks in storm, hail or rain,
It bounces right on with a song and
refrain.

Sustained by the river all life is made
strong
And beauty appears as it gushes along;
The lush green of grass and the twinkling
bluebell,
And the myriad of foliage only nature
can tell.
And always and ever people will say:
It’s inspiring to sit by the river in the
balm of the day.
-Sister Maura Fitzsimons, PBVM

Nano Nagle Foundress of the Presentation Sisters

T

he narrative of the Presentation of Our
Blessed Lady in the Temple of Jerusalem and her total consecration to God
from earliest infancy has had a strong appeal
for Christians of all ages, and especially for
religious women and men. In the apocryphal
gospels, the story of Mary’s Presentation can
be traced back to the first and second centuries. Combining early versions, we have
the following account: But the girl grew
and when she was two years old, Joachim
said to Anna, “Let us lead her to the temple
of the Lord, that we may perform our vow,
which we have vowed unto the Lord God.”
The Virgin of the Lord went up the stairs one
after another, and the high-priest received
her and blessed her and said, “Mary, the
Lord God hath magnified thy name to all
generations.” Mary stayed in the temple and
was educated and received her food there.
(1) Whatever the historical accuracy of this
form of the Presentation of Mary, it does
provide an ideal for religious life — an ideal
of poverty, chastity and obedience consecrated to God’s service in order to make His Son
known to the world.
The Presentation Order was founded on
Christmas Eve 1775 by Nano Nagle in Cork
City, Ireland. As we read in sacred Scripture,
God achieves his design for world salvation
by choosing designated witnesses of the
Spirit. Mary is chosen in the Jerusalem Temple and is designated to be the mother of the
“Supreme Consecrated one and missionary
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of the Father for the sake of God’s Kingdom…” (2)
Nano Nagle (1718-1784) lived through
one of the darkest times for Irish Catholics. Because of the Penal Laws at that time,
there were no schools for Catholic children,
so Nano was taught mostly at home. Like
Joachim and Anna, Nano’s parents, with
high expectations and hungry for a good
education for their daughter, and under the
pressure of the Penal Laws, they smuggled
her across the waters to France where she
continued her education. At age 28, Nano
returned to Ireland and was inspired by
her sister Ann who spent a lot of time and
money, making clothes for the poor. This for
Nano was a call from God. She began to understand that God had special work for her.
God uses many ways to call us, for her
it was the clothes. It is called divine inspiration. Listen to God’s voice and heed the
divine inspirations. Is God calling you to
consecrate your life as a missionary of the

Presentation of Mary in the temple
Gospel? To serve in other ways? This is
what Nano did when she founded the Presentation Order to teach, to do social work,
to nursing and hospital work especially with
the poor. Please contact us at www.pbvm.org
for further information We look forward to
hearing from you.
(1) Rev. J. Good, D.D. (2) The Consecrated
Life, St. Pope John Paul II
-Sister Angela Callanan, PBVM
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Justice and Peace Committee
M
oving from the model of one-person leadership of the Unit Peace
and Justice Committee, into a
three-person team approach in December
2019, Sr. Roselima D’Costa, Sr. Gemma
Pires, and Karen Sacre were appointed to
this ministry. Although three months later
the pandemic wreaked havoc with the travel
projected in their 2020 “Action Plan,” the
team was able to meet many of the objectives outlined through participation in Zoom
meetings and webinars, virtual advocacy
projects (letters, calls, petitions), and awareness-raising through informative e-mails to
Sisters and Friends of Nano, as well as maintenance of the “Nano Nagle” Facebook page
(https://www.facebook.com/nano.nagle.7186
/), which highlights social justice days and
issues.
The committee seeks to advance the
objectives of IPA (International Presentation
Association), which currently is focused on
the elimination of violence against women
and children. This encompasses the specific
goals of targeting human trafficking and welcoming of migrants, refugees, and asylum
seekers—all of which are addressed in Pope

COVID Vaccination Event Presentation Ministry Center, San Antonio. TX, July 2021

Francis’s latest encyclical, Fratelli Tutti.
As a secondary objective the committee
endeavors to advance the care of creation,
the theme of Laudato Si, celebrating its fifth
anniversary and coinciding with the launch
of the Vatican’s Action Platform promoting
integral ecology (https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/). This is in line with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that the
United Nations (https://sdgs.un.org/goals)
established in 2015 to promote inclusive
future development for all peoples by 2030.
Since vaccinations have become widespread, in-person social action has begun
again at the Presentation Centers in Watts,
CA, and San Antonio, TX, providing services for established immigrants. Public
demonstrations for refugee, undocumented,
indigenous, and black people’s rights have
resumed, as have hands-on ministries providing personal assistance for the marginalized in society and new arrivals in the US.
Social justice collaborators are alive and
well and visible in their communities again!
-Friend of Nano Karen Sacre

Blessed Memories

Those we love don’t go away:
they walk beside us every day.
unseen, unheard, but always nearby,
still loved, still missed and forever dear.
-Anonymous

L-R Collaborative Council Members Friends of Nano Joshua Boschee and Karis Thompson, Sr. Shawna
Foley at the Rejuvenation Gathering held annually to recognize and support the many justice partners
in the Fargo area.
4

W

e pray for the peaceful repose of
our Sisters, Associates and Friends
of Nano and the many others of
our families, friends, benefactors who have
made their journey back to the loving arms
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of God. We hold them and all who mourn
their passing in our prayers. We ask God,
“Who is always close to the broken-hearted,”
(Psalm 34:18) to be very near to you and all
our readers who have experienced loss and
grief in recent years.
A list of Sisters, Associates and Friends
of Nano who have passed into Eternal Life
since August 2013 can be found on our website www.pbvmunion.org.
Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord
(Revelations 14:13)

Friends of Nano
F

Friends of Nano Pilgrimage. Clockwise top right Dru Moschel, Srs. Breda Christoper and Gemma Pires,
Carol and Paul Benson

riends of Nano is the “umbrella” name
selected in 2017 by lay associates
of the Union of Presentation Sisters
who were networked by an International
Coordinating Team appointed by the Congregational Leadership Team in 2014. The
International Presentation Lay Movement
for Mission grew out of planning that took
place at the 2011 International Gathering
in Ballygriffin, Ireland, which developed
guidelines and a logo for the movement.
Besides uniting local coordinators around
the world, the team produced a quarterly
publication, Nano’s Echo, to share stories
and reflections through 2018. Of course, lay
associates had partnered with the sisters in
many countries since as early as 1982, but
there was no formal structure uniting them
until the publication of the Core Values—
partnership with the Divine, passion for the
poorest, and covenant with creation—represented in the logo’s triple spiral driven by
the Nano’s charism as symbolized by the

lantern flame in the center.

In the US, there are currently active local
groups in California—Watts, Cypress,
Upland, Orange, and San Bruno; Fargo, ND
(including Friends of Nano in seven states);
and San Antonio, TX. They meet for prayer
and spiritual strength (recently over Zoom)
manifesting the charism of nano Nagle in
their daily ministry. Many are active in
social justice efforts; and as advocates with
their written, spoken, and social media
voices.
You can find more information at https://
pbvmunion.org/friends-of-nano/.

-Friend of Nano Karen Sacre

Resurrection

Joy in being together again

A
Julie French on the occasion of her 40th anniversary as having been received as one of the first class of
Fargo Associates

palpable feeling of hope and joy has
returned to Presentation Learning
Center in Watts, Los Angeles, CA.
After 15 months of Zoom classes, our adult
students are thrilled to be back in person.
The walls reverberate with their laughter as
they talk, console, encourage and companion each other back into life after their expe-
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riences of Covid 19. They have named their
group “Resurrection” and it certainly feels
like that while they sew, crochet, embroider,
sing, dance and share snacks together. How
much we missed that life during this trying
time and how grateful to God we are that it’s
back again. Alleluia!
-Sister Jane Bonar, PBVM, Director
5

Who We Are And Where We Are

Presentation World Map

Congregational Leadership Team Clockwise from top left Sisters Sharon Fagan, Aurea Dias, Neneth
Robledo, Anne McDermott, Julie Watson, congregational leader

A

t the present time, the Union of Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary USA Unit serves in
California, Texas, North Dakota, Minnesota,
Mississippi and Alabama. We are organized
as six local communities: Live Oak (San
Antonio, Texas & Robertsdale, Alabama),

Guadalupe (Watts, Monrovia, Orange,
Cypress, Huntington Beach, California)) Sacred Heart (Fargo, North Dakota & DeGraff,
Minnesota), Arbor (San Antonio, Texas),
Mary of the Presentation (San Antonio,
Texas) and St. Francis (Shaw, Mississippi).
In addition, two of our Sisters work at Nano

Nagle Place in Cork, Ireland. Serving on
the Unit Leadership Team (ULT) are Sisters
Katherine Fennell, Jocelyn Quijano, Antonio
Heaphy and Mary Margaret Mooney.
The USA Unit is part of the international
congregation, Union of Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary which
is present not only in the USA but also in
Canada, Chile, Dominica, Ecuador, England,
Holy Land, India (North and South Units),
Ireland (South West and North East Units),
New Zealand, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines,
Slovakia, Thailand, Zambia and Zimbabwe
(Africa Unit)

International Presentation Association

3.

P

resentation Sisters attending a major
superiors meeting in Rome in 1981
discussed the advisability of some
form of global bonding to promote unity.
The idea gestated until 1988 when congregational leaders of Union of Sisters of the
Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Presentation Society of Australia and New
Guinea and the Conference of Presentation
Sisters of North America created the International Presentation Association (IPA). An
organizational purpose articulated at its initiation continues to direct IPA in its endeavors: to strengthen our efforts for justice and
to develop a process to enable us to speak
6

and act collaboratively for justice.
Periodically leaders and justice workers
of IPA constituents assemble to take stock of
what is and to imagine what can be. At the
7th IPA Assembly in 2017 in Sydney, Australia, ten commitments were formulated:
1. Respond to the cry of Earth and to
people made poor by embracing the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
in a human rights framework, addressing the issues of women and children,
care of Earth and indigenous peoples, as
is relevant to our local regions.
2. Establish an interim task group to determine the appropriate organizational

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

structure for IPA to achieve its mission.
Establish an interim advisory group
consisting of the three IPA directors
and others with expertise in global
work, human rights, development and
advocacy that will put into place a new
organizational structure for IPA.
Review all IPA role descriptions.
Develop a strategic plan for IPA.
Review the criteria for representation at
IPA assemblies.
Continue to use current capital from
the IPA fund and welcome any extra
donations as we identify other sources
of fundraising.
Continue to have an IPA assembly every
five years.
Continue to include the IPA justice contacts as part of the IPA assembly.
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We were Founded in 1775 in Cork City by
Nano Nagle and our Generalate is in Monasterevin, Ireland. On the congregational
Leadership Team (CLT) of the world-wide
Union are Sisters Julie Watson, Sharon
Fagan, Anne McDermott, Neneth Robledo,
and Aurea Dias. You can learn more about
the spatial and relational aspects of our lives
at https://pbvm.org/ www.pbvmunion.org
https://nanonagleplace.ie and https://www.
nanonaglebirthplace.ie
-Sister Mary Margaret Mooney, PBVM

10. Continue to work toward collaboration
and partnership building.
Work on items #2, #3 and #4 resulted in a
structure that includes an executive director,
an NGO representative at the United Nations, a program action leader and a charism
and spirituality committee of three. Analysis
of the governing board which has a representative from each of the founding bodies
continues.
Item #1 is consistently addressed by
focusing on the vision (a world in which
the oneness and sacredness of all life are
honored), promoting the mission (to speak
and act in partnership with others for global
justice from a contemplative stance), and
working to achieve the goal (to honor and
advance the rights of women and children,
indigenous and tribal people and the earth).
The emphasis is on addressing these issues
in the localities where we live and work.
A strategic plan (Item #5) has been developed. It directly addresses most of the Sustainable Development Goals. Items specified
in #7-10 have been continued. The 8th IPA
Assembly will take place in September 2022
in Newfoundland, Canada.

ONE SACRED COMMUNITY: Together We are One

G

reetings from your ancestral land,
our common heritage. We, the
human race, grew out of the soil of
Africa. We are connected. My sharing comes
from the spirit of Africa: I am because we
are, we are therefore I am.
A lot of wisdom in my life was learned
from small children. Here is a story of
Granny and the homeless little girl. With
Christmas coming, Grandma was out shopping for gifts for her grandchildren. While
she was at the toy store going through her
list and carefully selecting gifts, she noticed a small homeless girl outside eagerly
wistfully looking into the store, Grandma’s
heart went out to this little girl. She invited her into the store and asked her to pick
out a gift for herself. As they walked out
of the store, the little girl held Grandma’s
hand and looked into her kind eyes and
asked, “Are you God?” Grandma, somewhat
embarrassed and somewhat touched, said,
“No, my dear. I am not God,” “Then who
are you?” continued the little girl. Grandma
thought for a moment and said, “I am a child
of God.” The little girl, fully satisfied and
smiling, said, “I knew there was a connection.” We are connected by a golden thread.
“We are made of God.” (Julian of Norwich)
This is the heart of the matter. Children see

it but sometimes we adults fail to see this
profound connection.
I believe the major issue facing our world
today is not political, economic, social, cultural or religious. It is spiritual. It is a crisis
of memory: we have forgotten that We are
One. Yes, it is our mindset of separateness
from the Divine, from oneself, from one another and most of all from the sacred Earth
that is creating this crisis. All things bear the
divine fingerprint, the divine light within,
making us kith and kin of one another.
“Mother earth is the poorest of the poorest
of the poor.” (Laudate Si, Pope Francis)
We are connected because we emerged out
of this Earth. It took 14 billion years before
we emerged. We carry this story in our bodies. The truth is that we are Earthlings. We
are one sacred community. We are different
yet we are One. We have a place at the table
of life. We did not create the table nor do we
own the table. We can take what we need
from the table, but we also need to put at the
table what we have.
Great people of all nations, all traditions
have given us the same message. We are
ONE. We breathe the same air. We walk the
same planet. Earth is a one-time endowment
of the Divine. She is our shared inheritance
and our shared responsibility.

Sister Terry Abraham, PBVM in the Garden of Oneness, Zambia, Africa
Jesus evoked the Holy Spirit’s creative
power of love when he stood up to proclaim
from the book of Isaiah, “The Spirit of the
Lord is upon me.” (Luke 4:18) He was
simply proclaiming his mission to love: to
make whole that which is broken, to draw
together that which is divided, to welcome
that which is excluded, to set free that which
is oppressed and embrace everyone as
beloved. Jesus did this without explanation
or apology because love has no boundary. It
took priority over everything else, doctrines,

dogmas, rules and laws. He was a whole
maker. We know it cost him his life.
We are One Sacred Community. Mystics
and teachers of all faith traditions have
taught us this holy truth. We are left with
this provocative question, “What do you
want to do with your one wild and precious
life?” (Mary Oliver, mystic poet)
-Sister Terry Abraham, PBVM
Garden of Oneness, Zambia
https://www.facebook.com/gardenpbvm

SISTER PEGGY’S LEGACY LIVES ON
Sr. Peggy Byrne spent 33 years in ministry with the people of Chimbote, Peru. This
article appeared in the Spring/Summer 2021
issue of The Journey—a Publication for the
Community of Friends of Chimbote Supporters, page 6 and is used with full permission.

E

ducation has been a centerpiece of
our Mission for many decades as a
key to escaping multi-generational
poverty with it being the primary focus of
Sr. Peggy Byrne. Providing resources like
pre-school, supplies, tutoring, libraries
and counseling formed the foundation of
increased attendance and graduation from
secondary school.
The success of these programs fed the
development of post-secondary options of
vocational training and scholarships. Sr.
Peggy was again instrumental in professional and vocational training and careers for
scholarship recipients who would commit to
their education and follow the tenets of our
Mission to serve and take care of others.

A key to this ministry has been the Sr.
Peggy Scholarship Program. In 2007 with
the celebration in Ireland of Sr. Peggy’s
Golden Jubilee, she asked that any gifts be
directed to scholarships to help the poor
escape poverty. The Sr. Peggy Scholarship
Program was created and grew with additional fundraising campaigns and donor
support including those who give generously
today.
Over the past 14 years, dozens of students have received scholarship support and
personal guidance in completing post-secondary career paths, degrees and certifications in engineering, law, education, nursing,
obstetrics, dentistry, medicine, architecture,
psychology, management, electricians,
mechanics and more. Scholarships continue
today.
One of the students with the longest journey and commitment to the program is Alex
Sanchez Caballero. Alex was involved with
Sr. Peggy in the parish of Our Lady of Perpetual Help including through confirmation.

Alex’s family of his mother, father, sister
and brother had few resources to continue
his education upon graduation from secondary school in 2006. He worked to afford
part-time classes for 4 years but never lost
sight of his dream to become a physician
and help others.
Alex’s commitment to his studies, work
ethic and service resulted in full inclusion in
2012 in the Sr. Peggy Scholarship Program
for a medical degree. In May, Alex completed the 8-year program and is now preparing
for his year of rural medical service. His
goal after service is to complete a residency program, ideally in Pediatrics. While it
would be challenging, Alex would like to
complete his residency in a country with
advanced medical training capabilities like
the United States, France or Spain.
Alex shares his gratitude to Sr. Peggy,
donors and our Mission for the financial,
emotional and spiritual support essential to
his training and success. He is very committed to helping others and engaging in
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Presentation World Map
our Mission, which he has already demonstrated, helping at our COVID clinic at the
Hospice facility. In these challenging times,
it is so heartwarming to witness the success
and continuation of our Legacy of Education
on the journey out of poverty!
-Todd Mickelson, Executive Director
www.friendsofchimbote.org
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UNIT SPONSORED MINISTRIES
the greater Los Angeles area bring their gifts
and talents to enable our students to successfully accomplish their goals.
-Sister Jane Bonar, Executive Director

S

ponsorship is a relatively new term for
an old reality. In one sense it is a highly technical term that refers to the legal
relationship which a religious congregation
has with an incorporated ministry. In its
broader sense, sponsorship denotes the commitment and resultant responsibilities which
a religious congregation (or other group) has
toward an institution or program with which
it has a historical relationship of service.
The root meaning of the word sponsor is “to
pledge oneself solemnly” and to sponsor is
to promise guidance in certain areas.
Sponsorship has some things in common
with ownership. Like owners, sponsors have
the responsibility to control a) resources
(money, good will, property, skills, talents), b) structure (mission), 3) boundaries
(deciding who makes decisions, who affects
policy). A significant difference is that
in ownership the purpose of control is to
accrue benefit to the owner. In sponsorship

the purpose of control is to accrue benefit to
those for whom the ministry was instituted.
PRESENTATION LEARNING CENTER: A Light in the Darkness for the
People of Watts
Founded in 2000, our mission is to
provide a caring community where adults,
many of whom are immigrants and transitioning into a new culture, can participate in
educational opportunities available in their
neighborhood. It is located in the parish
convent and hall of San Miguel Church,
Watts, CA.
We strive to build community, increase
literacy, empower students to acquire
employment or better jobs, promote communication within the family, improve
family health care, promote self-esteem in
the students and help them appreciate their
contribution to the church and civic community. Over 75 volunteers from throughout

PRESENTATION MINISTRY CENTER:
Be the light
The mission of PMC, founded in 2016,
is to welcome immigrants to a community of education and inspiration leading to
opportunities for growth and self-empowerment. Embodying the spirit of Nano Nagle,
culturally appropriate educational and other
experiences for holistic development and
community building are offered.
PMC supports immigrant engagement
and integration by providing instruction in
English as a Second Language (ESL) and
Community Building opportunities. Students have access to five levels of ESL
instruction.   Instruction is tailored to meet
students at their level of learning. Morning
and evening classes are offered to accommodate participant’s schedules. Childcare is
provided for participants attending classes.
-Cynthia Jasso, Executive Director
PRESENTATION PARTNERS IN
HOUSING: Everyone needs a place to call
home.
Established in 1989 in Fargo, ND to assist
families or individuals who are homeless
or threatened by homelessness and who,
despite their personal efforts, are struggling
to meet basic needs. It has expanded to
include identifying safe alternative options
other than homeless shelters and provision
of intensive housing stability management.
The counties of Cass, ND and Clay, MN are
served by this ministry.

The Realm of Transformation: Creating Space for the Future
The Leadership Conference of Women Religious (LCWR) held their annual assembly
in August. For three days more than 1,000
women religious and their invited guests
gathered virtually from across the United
Stated and 17 countries focusing on The
Realm of Transformation: Creating Space
for the Future.
The assembly opened with a ritual that
invited participants to mingle the tears they
have shed this past year over the grief of
the world’s pain with the tears and prayers
of all who have known loss. In her presidential address, Sister Elise García called

women religious to “carve deeper grooves
of conscious relationality in evolution” by
learning and telling the truth of our history,
dismantling artificial constructs of race and
caste, knowing Christ crucified through the
dark wisdom of the enslaved, and walking
the talk of our radical relationality as women
religious.
At the conclusion of her presentation a rite
of repentance was held acknowledging
our complicity in racism and praying for
forgiveness to all those harmed by actions of
racism committed today and throughout the
centuries.

A keynote address by Sister Mercedes L.
Casas Sánchez, FSPS entitled, “Creating
Space for the Future” called the assembly
to look at what is essential in our lives and
what can sustain us. She proposed that
women religious contemplate being women
of the Spirit, moved by a law of freedom,
giving new meaning to our communal life,
creating spaces to transform the mission,
creativity and in collaboration, and creating
spaces for hope.
She concluded, “We would love for the
motivating force that has sustained us for
years in our vocation to continue to attract
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-Cheri Gerken, Executive director

PRESENTATION PRAYER CENTER:
A Quiet Place of Rest in a Busy CitySince
1981 people of any faith background have
been welcomed at Prayer Center, in Fargo,
ND, to explore and deepen their relationship
with the divine. Individual spiritual direction, retreats (including the nine-month-long
Ignatian Retreat) are offered. A monthly
ecumenical Taizé Prayer service and weekly
centering prayer groups are popular. Groups
come for retreats and days of reflection.
An annual Women’s Retreat and a monthly Men’s movie night are also available.
Workshops and book studies on topics of
spirituality and social justice attract many
participants. In these changing times, the
board and staff of the Prayer Center continually strive to discern what is needed to help
deepen the spiritual lives of those we serve.
-Peter Edwards, Executive Director
PRESENTATION SISTERS LEARNING
CENTER: A Ministry of Caring Presence
The invitation to respond to the Gospel
call of liberation and social transformation
in the community of Shaw, located in the
Delta region of Mississippi was accepted in
2010. Working collaboratively to advance
the well-being of the local community, a
variety of educational and socialization experiences for children and adults of all ages
are provided. Participants are encouraged to
share their gifts and talents through a variety
of volunteer experiences for the common
good.
-Sisters Maura Fitzsimons and Wiona
Engel, PBVM, Co-directors
more young people, that the strength of our
charisma would continue to be a source of
enthusiasm and life energy. The challenge
then will be, together, to forge a new religious life that unmasks this motivating force
that in itself is attractive, that in itself is a
powerful force.”
On the final day, the conference continued
its work, begun at the 2020 Assembly, on
the national discernment on the emerging
future of religious life which seeks to assist
religious institutes to explore how they may
collaborate to find new ways of supporting
religious life in the future as demographics
rapidly shift.
-Sister Katherine Fennell, PBVM
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